NEW CALENDAR, A GREAT APPOINTMENT

Following the events, the car season moves to autumn, with the Mille Miglia in October, close to Auto e Moto
d’Epoca, in Padua. Necessarily, the Automotive calendar changes to make way for a single date, taking the
opportunity to create a great event. 1000 FINARTE and FINARTE 2020 SELECTION, together, will be the
appointment of the year. Also on this occasion FINARTE will offer cars of exceptional quality; cars for the 1000
Miglia, sports cars and free-theme cars: free age, from ancètre to young timer; space for all tastes and economic
means. Despite the adversities of the period, the automotive department of FINARTE has already collected
exceptional cars in the catalog.
The availability to choose the object of your dreams is incredible: it is already possible to inspect the cars, with
four months available before the dates hypothesised for the auction. From today, therefore, you can contact the
Automotive FINARTE department for an appointment to observe closely and evaluate the offers.
The auction will be held online. If the conditions dictated by COVID-19 allow it, the auction will be organized
in a physical location in Italy, in conjunction with one of the major events.
FINARTE is proud to present its most precious pieces.
The pride and joy will be the Alfa Romeo 6C 2500 Sport Berlinetta (Carrozzeria Turinga), chassis no. 915207
from 1944. One of only two 6C 2500 Sport Berlinettas surviving with these exceptional lines of Carrozzeria
Turinga (name used for a very short time by Carrozzeria Touring, in the midst of the war autarky). This model
was the first to reach Sweden from Italy after the war; this car, in particular, was delivered new to the well-known
businessman, Bugatti dealer and aviator Uno Ranch in Göteborg. A known history of only three owners and an
incredibly low mileage. Many photos and historical documents tell the story of this largely original and matching
numbers car. A car that won the prize for "The most beautiful Alfa Romeo of the Mille Miglia 2018" and therefore
received the "Coppa Clemente Biondetti ". Estimate: € 1.000.000/1.300.000.
The flag bearer of elegance in speed will be the 1949 Maserati A6 1500 Gran Turismo (Pinin Farina), chassis no.
084. Matching numbers. Among the most beautiful existing A6. Sold new in Milan by Franco Cortese. Maserati
testimonial in recent years, exhibited by the parent company in world-class events. In spectacular conditions.
Estimate: € 500.000/700.000.
Two ex-Mille Miglia pearls at auction: the small 1950 Giaur 750 Sport (Meccaniche Taraschi), chassis no. BT006;
perfect example of the small and winning sports cars that made Italian motoring legendary in the 1950s, the car
was owned by the great Maria Teresa de Filippis, who raced an impressive number of races with this car. The car
ran the Mille Miglia in 1952 with Luigi Musso and the 1955 Targa Florio with Giuseppe Sapienza. Estimate: €
200,000/300,000. The 1954 Panhard Dyna X86 Spider (Fratelli Rimondi), chassis no. 481821. With a very
modern mechanics and the line of a small Ferrari, it ran the 1954, 1955, 1956 and 1957 Mille Miglia. Estimate:
€ 250,000/400,000. A small great opportunity to enter the world of the red arrow will also be the 1950 Fiat 500
C, chassis no. 222313, which participated in the XXI Mille Miglia in 1954. The car is in restoration condition.
Estimate: € 55.000/70.000.
An exceptional opportunity will be an important and complete, mainly-Porsche themed, private collection,
belonging to the Saottini family, which headed the homonymous Saottini Auto S.p.A., which includes the Porsche
Brescia Center. Volkswagen and Porsche dealers since 1951, have collected and kept, over the years, a rich and
interesting collection of cars belonging to the group; among the goodies a Volkswagen "split-window", a Porsche
356 Speedster and a very recent Porsche 911 (997) in the exclusive Sport Classic version.
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In these days of waiting, time is running out to make thoughtful decisions. For potential sellers, our experts are
available for free and confidential evaluations.

FINARTE also offers a service called "Private Selection", dedicated to the cars offered for sale with private
negotiation.
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